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Abstract. It is shown that the lifting problem for Fréchet-valued meromorphic

functions on open subsets of a (DFN)-space has a solution.

Lifting holomorphic functions in infinite dimensions has been investigated

by some authors. The problem for vector-valued meromorphic functions on

complex manifolds was studied in [6]. The aim of this paper is to prove that

the lifting problem has a solution for Fréchet-valued meromorphic functions on

open subsets of a (DFN)-space.

1. Preliminaries

We shall use the standard notation from the theory of locally convex spaces

as presented in the books of Pietsch [7] and Schaefer [8]. All locally convex
spaces are assumed to be complex vector spaces and Hausdorff.

For a locally convex space E, we denote by %?iE) the set consisting of
all balanced convex neighbourhoods of zero in E. Let U £ ^(i?) and pu

denote the Minkowski functional on E associated to U. Then Eu denotes
the completion of the canonical normed space E/Kerpu . The canonical map

from E into Eu is written by nrj .

2. Holomorphic and meromorphic functions

Let E and F be locally convex spaces and D ç E be open. A map

/: Z) —► F is called holomorphic if / is continuous and f\Dr\V is holomorphic
for every finite dimensional subspace V of E.

Now a holomorphic function /: Do —> F, where Do is a dense open subset
of D, is said to be meromorphic on D if for every z £ D there exists a

neighbourhood U of z in D and holomorphic functions

g:U^F,        o:U^C

such that

f\Ur\Do = g/o\UnDo   witha^O.
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Theorem 1. Let S be a continuous linear map of a Fréchet space E onto a

Fréchet space F and let D be an open subset of a (DFN)-space P. Then for
every F-valued meromorphic f on D there exists an E-valued meromorphic

function g on D such that Sg = f.

To prove the theorem we need the following.

Lemma 2. Every holomorphic function on an open subset of a (DFN)-space with

values in a Fréchet space F can be factorized through a compact map from a
Banach space into F.

Proof. Consider an open set D in a (DFN)-space P and a holomorphic func-
tion f on D with values in F .

(i) Let z £ D. Since D is cx-compact [5], it can be exhausted by an increasing

sequence of compact sets {Kn}, with z £ Kx. Let {V„} be a decreasing

neighbourhood basis of zero in F. For each « > 1 there exists U„ £ %(P)

and dn>0 such that

Kn + UnCD   and   f(Kn + Un)cdnVn.

Set
U=Ç](K„ + U„).

n>l

Since

Knnu=  f| iKk + uk)nKn
l<k<n

and since f]x<k<niKk + Uk) is a neighbourhood of z in P, it follows that

K„r\U is a neighbourhood of z in K„ for every « > 1. On the other hand,

since D is a fc-space [5], U is a neighbourhood of z in D. From the inclusion

/(£/) ç f(Kn + Un) Ç dH V„   for every « > 1

we obtain the boundedness of /(Í7).

Consider the Taylor expansion of / at z :

f(z + h) = ^Pnf(z)(h),
n>0

where

Pnf(z)(h) = ±-.l     fiz + Xh)/Xn+xdX
2m Jw=2

for h £ V, V £ &(P), z + 2V ç U. Set

B = com(JPnfiz)iV).
n>0

Then B is a balanced convex closed set in F and / induces a holomorphic

function on nviz+V) with values in the canonical Banach space F(B) spanned

by B.
(ii) By (i) we can find a countable open cover of D, {U¿ - z, + [/,■} , [/,■ G

^(i>), a sequence of balanced convex bounded closed sets in F , {/?,} , and a

sequence of holomorphic functions fi: nufÙi) -» F(5,) such that

Ti^t/, = fWi   for every / > 1.
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Take two sequences {X¡} I 0 and {p¡} Î oo such that

B - coñv [J XiBj   is bounded in F

and

U=f)piUi£%(P).
¿>i

Such sequences exist by [4] for {A,} and [5] for {p¡} . Since the canonical map

from F(X¡Bi) into F(B) is continuous for every i > 1, and {7tc/(¿/,)} is an

open cover of nu(D) in P/Kerpu , it follows that the sequence {7¿} defines

an F(5)-valued holomorphic function g on nu(D) with gnu = f ■

(iii) Let £ be a holomorphic extension of g to a neighbourhood Dv of

rtiy(-D) in Pu ■ Take F e $¿(P), V CU such that the canonical map nv,u'- Pv

—► Pu is compact. Cover Dy — 7iyl v(Du) by a sequence of bounded open sets

in Py , {W¡} , such that nv,u(W¡) is relatively compact in Dv for every i > 1.

Then ,4, = g7ti/,c/(IF,) for every i > 1 is relatively compact in F(B). Take
again a sequence {a,} j 0 such that

A = conv (J a,j4,
<>i

is compact in F(B). It is easy to see that giiy ,u'- Dy -* F (A) is holomorphic.
Hence / can be factorized through the compact map F (A) —> F . The lemma
is thus proved.

3. Proof of Theorem 1

Cover D by a sequence of open subsets {[/,} of D such that f\Ü¡ can be

written in the form «,/rx,, where «, and er, are holomorphic functions on ¿/,
with values in F and C, respectively. By Lemma 2, for each i > 1 we can
find U¡ £ ^(P) and B¡, a balanced convex compact set in F such that «,

and (T, are factorized through nu¡: Ü¡ -* 7iufÜ¡) and F(B¡) -* F. Take two
sequences {X¡} i 0 and {/i,} î oo such that

B = coñv |J XjBj   is compact in F
'>i

and

c/=f|//iC/,G^(P).
¿>1

This implies that the two sequences {«,} and {cr,} define a meromorphic func-

tion g on a neighbourhood ¿V of nu(D) in iV with / = gnu . By [1] there
exists a balanced convex compact set A in E such that SiA) - B.

Cover Du by a sequence of open sets {W¡} in Dry such that for each j > 1

there exist bounded holomorphic functions g¡ and o¡ on W¡ with values in

F(B) and C, respectively, with g\Wj = gj/oj, o}■ ¿ 0. Let V £ W(P),
V ÇU such that T = ny,u is nuclear. Thus T can be written in the form

T(x) = Yl*k(x)ek
k>l
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with a - Y,k>x \\Xk\\\\ek\\ < oo. Fix an index j. For each x £ T~X(W¡), set

2rj,x — Pv(Tx, dWj) > 0. Consider the Taylor expansion of gj at T(x) :

gj(Tx + z) = Y,Pngj(Tx)(z)
n>0

for ||z|| < 2rjtX , z £ Pu , where

Pngj(Tx)(z) = ¿ / gj(Tx + Xz)/Xn+X dX

for ||z|| < 1, z £ Pv . We have

\\Pngj(Tx)\\<Mj/(rj,x)»   withMj = sxtp{\\gj(z)\\:zeWj}.

Therefore

E    E   (^,x)"II41IIII^1II---II4JIII^II
n>0k¡,...,kn>l

x\\Pngj(Tx)(ekJ\\ekl\\, ... ,ekJ\\ekn\\)\\

<MjJ2(Vnl)(ôj,xn/rj,xylj2\\h\\\\ek\\)
n>0 \k>l J

= Mj^(l/n\)(ôj<xna/rLx)n < oo   with ôJtX = rjtX/2ae.

It follows that gjT\x+Sj¡xBy , where Bv is the unit ball in Py , can be written
in the form

gjT(z)=YJUz-x)a]a'x

for z £ Py , \\z — x\\ < ôj,x , where

J = {aG (Z+)N: a,- ^ 0 for only finitely many j £ N} ,

^a = Xa¡ ■ • ■ Xan, aJa'   — Pngj(Tx)(eai, ... , ean),

a-(ax, ... ,an,0, ... ,),

and

E(*i.*)iJ«iiik,jeii<°°-

Thus there exist Xjk £ T~x(Wj), Sjk > 0, j,k = 1,2, ... ,   such that

{*/,* + 2f5y(fci?i/} is an open cover of r_1(JF,) and

E(^,*)"II^Hlk'*ll<°o.       ai'k = ai'Xj-k
n>0

with (gjT)(x) = Ea€á?¿a(* - xj,k)aJa'k for a: g x;>fc + 8^kBv .

For each « > 1, set An - {a £ 3§: max a, < «} and

Sl>k(x)= £*,(*-*,,*)<£*
aÇA„

for x £ Xjyk +ôjtkBv .
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Let e > 0 be given. Take m G N such that

X>illNI<«.
i>m

We have

E K(x - xj>k)a]'k - SJm-kix)

<    E   (¿i/.*)"ii^,ii-ii^iiii^-*ii
maxay>m,n>0

< (Mje/a)J2(Sjikn/rj,Xjkni/n\) ( E WINI J
n>0 \/>l /

= (M,e/a)£l/«!(«/2a)\

Thus S„'k —» gjT uniformly on Xj>k +ôjkBy forj,k> 1  as «-»oo.

Applying the method of Bishop [2] to the sequence {SÍ,k} , j, k > 1, we can

find a sequence of disjoint 1-dimensional projections Pq  in F(B) suchthat

$;(•*=Ew* = EA?J,S"
q>l a>l

and

K"| = 1,      ||i,a"||<21^4«,      Pnq(Vna) = Vnq

™*zZ\\K'i'%i,k+èj,kBy<<x>   forj,k>l,
"- ?>l

where <5;jt = jSjk  and  ||«£',/''*||Jt.  +($.  Bk  denotes the sup-norm of «,'-''

on Xjk + 8j kBy .

Since S(A) = B, the map 5 induces a continuous linear map S from

£(^) onto F(B). Thus the open mapping theorem gives a constant C > 0

such that for each («, q) there exists unq £ EiA) for which S(u",) = v£ with

KII<C||t;»|| for n,q>l.
Set

$;•*(*) = EA«Bj,*"2
?>i

for x £xjtk + ôjkBv . Then

sup{ \\SJH'k(x)\\:x€xJtk + Sj,kBv}
n>l

<CsuPT\\hnqJ%,+Si,kBy<oo.

Thus the sequence {SJn'k}„>x is bounded in cf(Xj,k+ôjtkBy, £(/!)), the space

of holomorphic functions on Xj<k+ôj,kBy with values in EiA) equipped with
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the compact-open topology. From the compactness of the canonical

map E(A) -» £, we can assume that {SJ„'k}„>x converges to SJ'k in

tf(Xj^k + ôjkBy, E) as « —> oo for all j, k > 1. Moreover we assume also

that the sequences {v¡¡}, {Pf} , and {hq'j'k} converge to vq, Pq and hq,k in

F, Hom(F(B), F), the space of continuous linear maps from F(B) into F ,

and cf(xjtk + ôj^kBv), respectively, as « -> oo for all j, k, q > 1. On the
other hand, from the relations

Psnv^ = 0   if s ¿ q      and      P?v? = w,"

we have

lim PsnojgiT= lim PsnOjSÍ'k
ri—toc rt—►oo

= lim yP"ojh"'i'kv'l = lim a,«"''''kv" = OjhL'kvs.
n—»oo ̂ —' * *       n—»oo

f>l

Similarly

lim PsnOigjT = lim PsnOiSJn<1 = Oih¡Jvs.
n—»oo n—»oo

Hence
Ojh's-k = Oih¡'1   for all /, ;, k, I > 1.

This yields
atSJ'k**OjSt'1

on (jc,-,jt + «5;;fc5i/) n^j + ¿ijBy) for all i, j, k, I >l.

Thus the system {Sj'k/Oj} defines an ¿'-valued meromorphic function g
on D such that Sg = f. The theorem is proved.
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